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WELCOME TO PAW, A EDEN GUARDIAN FORGED IN THE EDEN OASIS!



A COMMUNITY
TOKEN LIKE NO
OTHER PAW
Designed to faci l itate social
interactions and community
engagement within the EDEN Oasis
ecosystem. This whitepaper outl ines
the key features,  tokenomics,  and
functional ity of the PAW token,
emphasizing its unique ref lection
mechanism that rewards holders and its
role as a social  and community token. $PAW



THE ULTIMATE COMMUNITY
TOKEN WITHIN EDEN

Symbol :  $PAW
Token Name: PAW FUN FETCHER 
Blockchain:  DogeChain
Total  Supply:  420,000,000 YIP
Contract Address:
0xe85342a5Bbe28dd200e5E50ea05031a13519F1Ca



Generous Reflection Mechanism: Every transaction incurs an 11% fee, which is
then redistributed to all PAW holders, providing continuous rewards and
encouraging long-term holding.

Vibrant Community Engagement: PAW is designed to enhance social
interactions and facilitate tipping within the EDEN Oasis, making it a perfect
tool for fostering a lively and engaged community.

Robust Security Measures: Advanced security features are built into PAW to
prevent the accidental loss of tokens and ensure that all transactions are safe
and secure.

FEATURES
FOUND IN PAW



REWARDING
TOKENOMICS

Enjoy the benefits of a token that not only
rewards you for holding but also enhances
your interactions within the EDEN Oasis .

PAW’s tokenomics are designed to benefit  long-term
holders through its unique ref lection mechanism.

Reflection Fee:  Every transaction is subject to a f lat 1 1% fee.

Rewarding Redistr ibution:  The col lected fee is then
redistr ibuted to al l  exist ing PAW holders,  continual ly rewarding
them for their  loyalty and encouraging long-term holding.

This strategic ref lection mechanism ensures that as the PAW
community grows and transactions increase,  so do the rewards for
dedicated holders.  Embrace the benefits of PAW and enjoy
continuous rewards just for being a part of the vibrant EDEN Oasis .



30%

IN TERMS OF DISTRIBUTION,
PAW TOKENS ARE
ALLOCATED AS FOLLOWS:

New project support ,
foster col laborations and
drive ecosystem growth

is held in reserve.

1%

Reserved to honor
and preserve the

legacy of the creators
behind Eden.

69%

The remaining tokens
are locked into

l iquidity pools to
ensure stabi l ity and

support ongoing
transactions.



WHAT IT  LOOKS LIKE
IN CHART FORMAT



UNDERSTANDING
PAW'S REELECTION
MECHANISM 
This thoughtful  fee mechanism
guarantees that every PAW
transaction not only supports the
ecosystem but also rewards our
dedicated holders ,  promoting a
community of engaged and
incentivized participants in the
micro social  network in EDEN.

Smart Fee Collection:  A 11% fee
is appl ied to every transaction,
seamlessly integrating into the
YIP ecosystem.

Fair  Fee Redistribution:  The
col lected fees are
proportionately redistr ibuted to
al l  YIP holders ,  ensuring everyone
benefits from the network’s
activity.

Owner Exclusion:  To maintain
fairness,  the contract owner is
excluded from transaction fees,
al lowing for a more equitable
distribution among YIP holders.



STRENGTH IN EDEN
PAW is a social  symbol inside the EDEN Oasis
ecosystem, designed to faci l itate community
engagement whi le rewarding long-term holders
through its unique ref lection mechanism.
Integrated with the GUARD app,  YIP ensures
seamless access and management of tokens
within the mult ichain ecosystem of EDEN Oasis .

https://dogeguard.dog/
https://eden.dog/

